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Introduction

As people become more likely to quit their jobs and
take a closer look at what they want out of work, many
are turning to temporary, contract or consulting roles.
According to Statista, 13.6 million people in the U.S.
worked in temporary or contract staffing positions.
These roles engage short-term employees for several
months up to a few years to fulfill a company’s
immediate needs. Some roles may turn into full-time
positions, depending on if the company enjoys
working with the contractor, or if a related full-time
role becomes open.
Like contract roles where someone works in a
position long-term, consultant roles also provide
today’s professionals with flexibility in how to use
their expertise in the workforce. Consulting is a type
of contract work that has become popular in a variety
of industries. Professionals who have extensive
experience within an industry or in a certain type of role
may offer consulting services to share their expertise

13.6 Million

people in the U.S. worked in temporary
or contract staffing positions

and enhance the operations of other companies.
From working on specific types of work tasks

Contract workers can give companies many

and projects as a contractor, to advising multiple

advantages, in terms of flexibility, reliability

companies in a certain industry as a consultant, there

and cost savings. These types of jobs
also require businesses to use thoughtful
strategy for the positions in order to ensure
productivity and efficiency.

are lots of contract opportunities available to people
who want to pursue contract work, including current
full-time employees (FTEs).
In this whitepaper, we look at the state of contract
work today, how contract work in the U.S. is expected

Consultants advise companies on specific projects or
on how to boost overall operations. These contractors
may step into short-term interim roles as part of
leadership teams, or they may meet with a variety of
business teams to provide recommendations once a
bigger project is finished.
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to evolve and how companies can successfully use
contractors and consultants in their workforces.
Learn how contractors and consultants are supporting
workforces and are creating meaningful careers doing
work they’re passionate about.
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How Are

Contractor & Consultant
Roles Defined?
First, let’s look at the definition of contractor and

There may be some similarities in contractors,

consultant roles and compare those characteristics

consultants and FTEs, depending on how involved

to FTEs. FTEs are employees at a business

the contractor is at a single employer. For example,

where the employer:

an employer may provide a contractor with tools
like access to a project management dashboard, or

Sets work hours

with detailed briefs on how to complete projects.

Potentially provides work
equipment, materials and tools

Employers might engage contractors in weekly team

Withholds payroll Social Security taxes
and federal and state income taxes

and development opportunities that help them in the

Provides training and direction
for how to complete tasks

The main difference between contract or consulting

Pays employees on a regular
schedule (biweekly, for example)
instead of paying employees for
the job completion itself

meetings or provide contractors with online learning
projects they’re working on.

work and FTE work is the expected length of time the
contractor or consultant will work for the company.
While an FTE role may last indefinitely as long as the
business is in operation, a contract or consultant role

Offers benefits, like paid time off,
sick leave and health insurance

takes place on an agreed-upon timeframe.

Must pay overtime costs when needed

workers and consultants. Some businesses are built

Some companies employ a mix of FTEs, contract
completely using contract workers.

Depending on the work needed, hiring a contractor, a consultant
or a team of contractors can be much more cost-efficient than
filling a position with a full-time role.
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Where Do

Contractors & Consultants
Work?

Contractors and consultants work in a variety of industries, when there are short-term projects that need to be
worked on, or when businesses have a limited budget but need a professional to fill a role for a certain amount of
time. Contractor and consultant roles can provide flexibility in that both employees and companies aren’t tied to
each other long-term. They also provide reliability and predictability, since both contract workers/consultants and
their employers know how long the contract will last and what exactly is expected of them.

Contractors and consultants are found in all type of work environments, including:

Accounting & Finance
Financial Services
Administrative
Marketing
Human Resources
Information Technology (IT)
Corporate Support

The job outlook is expected to

GROW 14%
between 2020 and 2030

5

In some industries, it’s becoming more popular to hire contractors and consultants
to fill in gaps in FTE staff or to meet immediate needs short-term. In management
consulting alone, the job outlook is expected to grow 14% between 2020 and 2030,
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Benefits of

Contractor & Consultant
Roles for Employees

What are the benefits of contractor and consultant roles for employees?

You get to work on projects you’re passionate about. FTEs may have to juggle a variety of
responsibilities, including ones they’re not engaged with. As a contractor, you can say “yes” to
the exact work you want to do. Since the projects are on a more short-term basis, you know what
you’ll be working on, for how long.

You can diversify your expertise. Speaking of the projects you get to work on, being a contractor
or consultant means you may be able to work with a variety of companies in a single year,
possibly in different industries. This gives you the opportunity to learn about different industries,
work with different people and really hone in on what you want out of a career.

Contract and consulting roles may offer flexibility. A 2021 survey by FlexJobs of more than
4,600 workers found the top reason people want to change careers is to achieve a better worklife balance, with 56% of respondents citing that reason. Contractor and consulting jobs may
offer a better work-life balance, when employers offer remote and flexible work schedules.
Contractors and consultants can negotiate a schedule before they start working to get on terms
that work for them.

New gigs mean more networking opportunities. Since contractor and consulting roles are
typically short-term, that means you can meet a new group of experts with every new job you
take on. The people you meet can introduce you to job opportunities and may become mentors,
LinkedIn recommendations or long-lasting friends.

As a contractor or consultant employee, you may also find some challenges in this line of work.
Since there’s less predictability, workers in these roles must create a pipeline of potential work.
That requires strong networking skills and the ability to stay afloat financially in-between jobs.
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Benefits of

Contractor & Consultant
Roles for Companies

For companies, hiring a contractor or consultant can also provide benefits,
like the following:
You can create “trial runs” with employees. Some FTEs started out as contractors. Companies may
create contractor or consultant roles so they can learn if the worker is the right fit for their company,
before they offer a long-term position. This can protect a company from making a poor hire, negatively
impacting their workforce and losing time and money.

You can adapt contractor work to your budget. Contractor and consultant roles enable your business to
be flexible with the salary and benefits you offer. Depending on the contractor/consultant schedule, you
may not need to offer benefits like health insurance. You also don’t have to commit to paying an annual
salary. You can create a role based on what you have to spend. If your budget increases and you enjoy
the relationship with the contractor, you may be able to offer them a more permanent role in the future.

Contractors enable you to efficiently tackle large projects. If you’re working on a large project,
completing it could take far longer with your FTEs if they have limited capabilities. Or, your FTEs don’t
have the domain expertise that might be needed to complete the project successfully. Contractors
can supplement your workforce so you reach your deadlines and accomplish what you need to,
when you need to.

Similar to contract and consultant employees, there

It’s also important to remember that contractors and

are some considerations businesses should be aware

consultants can affect your business reputation,

of when hiring contractors. One relates to employee

including with future job candidates. Even though your

engagement. When a contractor knows they’re not yet

work with a contractor or consultant may be short-term,

fully committed to working for your company long-

you may want to work to ensure your relationship is in

term, you may not get the maximum amount of effort

good standing once the contractor or consultant leaves.

compared to an FTE. It’s especially important to engage

You might offer to be a reference for the contractor/

contractors and consultants toward the end of the

consultant or let them know you’ll stay in touch if future

contract, so their work doesn’t suffer if they’ve started

opportunities arise.

looking for the next opportunity.
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91

%

of remote workers want to maintain
a remote work arrangement

Contractor & Consulting
Roles?

Since contractors and consultants may have the ability

Advanced technology makes remote work

to work remotely from wherever they are in the world,

effective for both companies and contractors/

this capability opens up the talent pool for companies.

consultants. Contract workers and consultants

There’s increased access to the exact type of talent a

can use technology like the following to

business needs, which is helping facilitate growth in

collaborate with FTEs who work for their clients.

contractor and consulting positions.
There’s also an increasing demand on the talent side
for flexibility in work. As we detailed in our whitepaper
“The Great Reassessment,” 91% of remote workers
want to maintain a remote work arrangement postpandemic, due to an eliminated commute, increased
work-life balance and improved well-being. These same
factors have driven more people to consider contractor
and consulting roles.
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Project management dashboards
Video conferencing tools
Editable creative briefs uploaded to
the cloud for multi-person access
Email and chat communication
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Since contract workers may have the ability to work
on the schedule that optimizes their energy levels,
they can also produce work more quickly and at
a higher quality. Clients can set deadlines with
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4700

workers want a better
work-life balance

contractors, and they know exactly when they’ll
receive a completed project.
On the contractor side, remote work may provide
more freedom. Since the pandemic, we’ve seen more
Americans moving out of expensive cities. ABC reports
on average, people who moved to a different city in
2020 went to a ZIP code where average home values
were nearly $27,000 lower than in the previous ZIP
code. As the pandemic revealed what workers want out
of work-life balance, contract work offers the flexibility
and freedom today’s workers crave.
Flexible contract and consultant work also enables
these professionals to more adeptly juggle family
responsibilities and prioritize self-care.

When they’re not tied to an
office desk for specific hours
each day, contractors and
consultants can work on the
schedule that works for them.

Another benefit of contract work, especially for companies that faced financial uncertainty during
the pandemic, was lower cost and higher efficiency. Businesses don’t have to provide contractors
with pricey benefits like health insurance or retirement account matching.
With contract workers and consultants, it’s easier to find employees based on the precise skills and
experience you need and hire them for the exact amount of time you need. That makes budgeting
and progress tracking much more predictable for companies.

9
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What

Contractor Role Growth
Means for Companies

As contract and consultant work becomes more desirable and popular, that means companies may have a smaller
talent pool of FTEs available. The good news is, while it may be more difficult to find FTE talent, contractor talent is
more widely available. Increasing popularity in contract work also poses a risk to companies of losing their current
FTEs if they decide to become contractors or consultants.

Companies must note that
contractor rates will typically
be more expensive than the
hourly rate that’s paid to an
FTE with a similar skillset.
Why? Contractors and
consultants may charge
more because:

They may also have to account for their own paid
time off, including sick time and vacation days.
Contractors and consultants may work similarly to
business owners. When they work remotely, they
may have to pay for overhead like office space,
equipment and electricity. They also have to manage
their marketing and advertising costs.
As business owners, marketing and advertising time
must be built into their weekly work schedule. That
means they may have less actual hours to work,
which increases their hourly rate.
Contractors and consultants are also responsible
for extra services for their business, like legal and
financial services.

Businesses that low-ball contract workers and

Despite the risks, hiring a contractor or consultant can

consultants risk getting low-quality or unreliable work.

be a good solution for companies that are considering

Companies that are concerned about high contract

creating an FTE position but aren’t sure yet if the

worker rates should compare the true costs for similar

investment is worth it. By working with a contractor

employees and compare those to contract worker

first, a business can get to know the skills the worker

rates. Businesses can also ask the contractor or

possesses and offer them a relevant FTE role in the

consultant to quantify expected results, so they

future or even create one for them if they want to hire

can understand the value the contract worker or

the contract worker long-term.

consultant provides.
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They may have to pay for their own benefits, including
health insurance.
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How Companies Can

Successfully Use
Contractors

If you want to add contract workers or consultants to your team, there are
several steps you can take to ensure success. Clear communication is key, since
contractors and consultants may not be in the office with your team every day.

You can set contract workers up for
success by taking the following steps:

1

Create accurate
project estimates

2

Research industry pay averages
to compensate accordingly

Before you hire a contractor or consultant, you’ll

Remember that contract work may cost up to several

want to do a detailed analysis of what exactly the

times what an FTE worker’s hourly rate would be for

project requires. This will help you find a contractor

the same project. Some businesses ask for contractors

or consultant with the exact skills and experience you

or consultants to create a pitch and present their own

need. It will also help you create clear expectations for

pricing and explanation of the value they bring. Cheaper

both the contractor or consultant and your team.

doesn’t necessarily mean better, as top contractors

Knowing what the project requires, you can come up

and consultants will likely charge more due to their

with a realistic timeline, so the contractor or consultant

experience and quality.

can meet your deadline, and your team knows what to

You might engage in price negotiations with

expect. Depending on the time required, you may need

contractors and consultants you’re considering.

to hire multiple contract workers or hire a contractor to

Beware that asking for too low of a price could cause

focus on your project exclusively to meet your deadline.

the quality of the work to suffer. The finished project
may not be satisfactory and could cause you to miss
deadlines. Paying a competitive price could result in
higher quality work with a faster turnaround.
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Provide contractors & consultants
with tools for effective collaboration

Since you may be working with fully remote contractors, provide them with the tools they need to successfully
complete your project and collaborate with your team when needed. Provide contractors and consultants with:
Detailed briefs that explain projects: A clear project

Reliable communication software: Your contractors and

brief explains exactly what’s expected from the

consultants may need to meet or chat with people at your

contractor or consultant, provides clear timelines and

company. You might provide tools like conferencing for

gives the contract worker the resources they need to

meetings (Microsoft Teams) or chat for teams (Slack).

complete the project.

If you do have an office, you might consider allocating

Online project management systems: Tools like

some of your space for contractors and consultants. Some

Workfront break down projects into tasks and enable

contractors and consultants, like those who typically work

collaborators to provide updates on their project

out of public spaces like coffee houses or libraries, may

progress. These systems can also help contractors

appreciate the office space. This also enables them to

get in contact with people they need to reach for

collaborate with your team in person when needed.

information or answers to questions.
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Make contractors and consultants
feel valued and like part of the team

One pitfall of working with contractors or consultants
is that they may not be integrated into the team and
company culture. When you work with contractors

Employee recognition

long-term, you can invite them to team-building
activities like volunteering outings or holiday parties.

leads to higher retention,

This gives contractors and consultants opportunities

increased employee

to meet your staff in person and build deeper
relationships with their “coworkers”.

engagement, improved

Recognition helps engage contractors and consultants,
too. According to Gallup research, employee
recognition leads to higher retention, increased

productivity and increased
company loyalty.

employee engagement, improved productivity and
increased company loyalty. You can reward contractors
and consultants for a job well done by sending them a
reward like a gift card or by recognizing their work in a
team meeting. This recognition could help you retain
their talent long-term if you want to.
You might also schedule 1-on-1 check-ins to keep
contractors and consultants engaged. These can
be opportunities for the contractor or consultant to
provide feedback on the process and for you to gain
insights into how to improve the relationships you have
with your contractors and consultants.

5

Enable contractors & consultants
to use their strengths when possible

Just like with FTEs, when contractors and consultants
use their strengths, they can produce better work for
your company. According to Gallup, employees who
use their strengths outperform those who don’t. When
you want to bring on contractors or consultants, it can
help both your business and your contractors when

It can help both your business
and your contractors when
you assign work that the

you assign work that the contractor will enjoy and that
plays to their strengths.
Look for contractors who have an interest in your
company’s product or service. Ask about the types
of projects they enjoy working on most. Then match

contractor will enjoy and

the contractor to those. For example, if you’ve hired a

that plays to their strengths.

about writing video scripts than blog posts, use that

contract marketing copywriter who’s more passionate
contractor for those types of projects.
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How to find qualified

Contractor & Consultant
Talent

Not all contractor and consultant talent is created equally. A poor contract hire can result in wasted time and lost
money for your company. You can hire higher-quality contractors when you use the following tips.

Define your needs and expectations
To find the best talent for your needs, it’s important to

Remember to create detailed job/project

accurately define the type of role you need to fill. Is it

descriptions and clear expectations for the

a short-term need to cover a gap or to determine if a

contractor or consultant role. Talented contractors

FTE is needed long term? That most likely indicates a

and consultants are in high demand. They may not

contractor role where you need to find candidates that

be searching job boards for work and may rely

match the skills and relevant experience needed to

more on referrals to reputable companies.

perform specific tasks. Or is your need project-based
that requires a highly skilled, specialized candidate to
complement your existing team. This would call for a

Work with a talent acquisition company

consultant with domain expertise and experience to

It may help to work with a talent acquisition company

help you achieve your project goals and deadlines.

that engages with contractors in your industry, who
have the expertise you’re looking for. This can make t
he hiring process much more effective, since the talent
acquisition company can identify the exact talent you

Enlisting the help of
a talent acquisition
company may result in
better contractor work
for your company.
14

need and vet the candidates they send you. Since you
may be more limited on time you can take to train a
contractor or bring a consultant up-to-speed, a
recruiter can help ensure you find someone who has
the right expertise and will require less training.
The time and energy your company saves may be
well worth the investment and partnership with a
talent acquisition company.
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AccruePartners Can Help
AccruePartners is a talent acquisition firm specializing in industries including accounting, finance, IT,
creative, digital, marketing, human resources and corporate support. Our subject matter expertise and
industry-leading recruiting process ensures that we match your company with the highest quality
contractor and consultant candidates to meet your short-term and project-based talent needs.

Want to hire contractors, consultants for your company?
Contact us for a free consultation.
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